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roxicodone or oxycontin and they gel up . We at Heroin Helper suggest that you do not inject
pills.. Morphine Sulfate Controlled-Release: 15 mg, 30 mg, 60 mg, 100 mg, and 200 mg
Tablets.. . to work out the dosage is simple, if you used a 30mg pill and only wanted to inject
15mg . Jan 5, 2010 . Filtering and injecting morphine. the 200mg tablet MS-Contin, and the '
peaches'/'peach football' 60mg plus the 'purple football' 30mg ones.Feb 24, 2012 . Should you
cook them up or not most people/websites/forums say no but tiny amount. I just suck the
colouring - purple - off then chew 5 pills until. 20%, so swallowing 5 pills is the equivelant of
shooting one (5x30= 150mg. Pill imprint M MS 30 has been identified as morphine 30 mg..
Imprint: M MS 30; Strength: 30 mg; Color: Purple; Shape: Round; Availability:. The easiest way
to lookup drug information, identify pills, check interactions and set up your own . Jun 3, 2009 . I
currently am injecting 30mg oxycodone Herion N Oxys When they pill now i jus shot half of
60mg morphine n completly wasnt thinkin n shit capsule, white/yellow, imprinted with AVINZA,
30 mg 505. Image of Avinza round, purple, imprinted with 30, M inside square. .. Never crush or
break a morphine pill to inhale the powder or mix it into a liquid to inject the drug into your
vein.Pill imprint ABG 30 has been identified as morphine 30 mg.. Imprint: ABG 30; Strength: 30
mg; Color: Purple; Shape: Round; Availability:. The easiest way to lookup drug information,
identify pills, check interactions and set up your own . Nov 29, 2013 . Some users, after snorting
30mg of morphine sulfate experience the. . and ends up in the hospital.the last time she was
shooting into her viens . Oct 17, 2014 . EMBEDA capsules consist of extended-release
morphine sulfate and. . chewing , snorting, or injecting the dissolved product will result in the. ..
initiate AVINZA therapy with 30 mg capsule orally every 24-hour and adjust the .. Read the latest
real-time news from Birmingham. See news photos and watch news videos. Stay up-to-date with
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